Effect of foreign institutional investors on corporate board attributes: A literature review.
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Abstract
This paper is a review of the exiting literature on corporate governance focusing on the key attributes of board namely the executive compensation, board independence and board busyness. The paper looks into the exiting work on how the foreign investment impacts the corporate governance and the main theories supporting it. The paper provides a research setup for conducting future empirical studies specific to an economy on the impact of different types of foreign institutional investors on the corporate governance through the channel of board attributes. It provides a detailed discussion on how the endogeneity issues are addressed by previous literature and what new empirical research in governance can look forward to.
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Introduction
Turnbull defines corporate governance as “all the influences affecting the institutional processes, including those for appointing the controllers and/or regulators, involved in organizing the production and sale of goods and services” [1]. Some authors specifically look at the corporate governance as the functioning of the board [2,3] and ownership interest [4]. The theory of agency is often discussed in the context of corporate governance, where the separation of ownership and management results in conflicting interest of managers who seek maximization of personal welfare [5]. Expropriation by managers and state, defined as “twin agency” problems [6] is also an important concern.

A key determinant of good governance is ownership structure of the firm. The ownership structure can broadly be classified as domestic investor and foreign investor ownership. Institutional investors form an important external control mechanism of governance. Several factors can determine how the ownership is structured and what can affect the changes in the shareholding patterns in a firm. In this context Ni, Liao and Huang [7] study Taiwanese firms with either positive or negative change of foreign institutional shareholdings ratio and provide evidence that corporate governance and financial issues may not be the main concerns in shareholding change of foreign institutions.

Despite institutional differences across markets, the institutional monitoring plays a key role in influencing corporate governance [8]. Borochin and Yang [9] find that different institutional ownership has different impacts on the governance and firm valuation. They find that dedicated, and not transient investors, reduce firm misvaluations and the portfolio turnover drives governance effects. In the context of Japanese firms, Yoshikawa et al. [10], study the factors that those influences for and against change in corporate governance in Japan, and report the diffusion of corporate governance innovation across firms. They argue that corporate governance systems in Japanese firms neither fully converge to, nor completely diverge from, the Anglo-American model. In the context of Sweden’s formal entry to the European union Fogel et al. [11], provide evidence that the corporate governance improvements in Swedish firms leading to increase in firm valuations occurred not just when the foreign institutional investments increased, but when this increase was more than the largest domestic shareholder providing them a critical “voice” in management through their voting.

Prior studies provide evidence of linkages between the institutional ownership and reduction in earnings management [11]; shareholder value [12,13]; improved governance [14]; better disclosures by management leading to reduced information asymmetry [15]; pay-for-performance executive compensation sensitivity and level of compensation [16] and even clean energy consumption [17]. These studies provide evidence of the monitoring role of the institutions in mitigating the agency problems. However, very little empirical studies in emerging markets exist which clearly establishes the role of different institutional investors as monitors of corporate governance.

Theoretical Underpinning
There is a legion of literature which has documented that the institutional investors are more informed and therefore help in providing the informativeness of prices in turn making the markets more efficient [18-20]. The price acts as a channel
through which the institutional investors carry out firm monitoring resulting in corporate governance improvements [21]. Foreign institutions can act their monitoring by either “voting with their feet” [22], that is exit the stock [23-25]; through investor activism [11,26,27] or by relationship investing [28,29].

Rational investor’s preference towards corporations in which they have sufficient information has been modelled by Merton [30]. Dahlquist and Robertsson [31] show that foreign investors prefer large firms because they are more recognised and can be a proxy of information asymmetries. Again considering the agency issue, where higher expropriation by the managers is expected, investors are hesitant to make investments resulting in more concentration of holdings by non-outsiders [32]. Using China's split-share structure reform data, Huang and Zhu [33] find that Qualified Foreign Institutional Investors (QFIs) have greater influence over the controlling state shareholders than local mutual funds. They also provide evidence in this emerging market context that involving foreign institutional investors significantly reduce expropriation by controlling shareholders, thus improving corporate governance. Due to the lack of risk sharing stock prices of these companies may be undervalued [30] and the protection offered to external investors may be positively associated with liquidity [34].

At theoretical level there are questions raised on whether liquidity actually hinders effective corporate governance [35,36]. Causal empirical studies tend to suggest that investors who receive adverse information on their holding companies prefer exit strategy in highly liquid stocks and ‘hold and vote’ strategy in less liquid. The hold and voice strategy is adopted to exert pressure on the management to change policies resulting in better returns. However, Maug [37] argues that liquidity and control trade-off does not exist. The author shows that liquid markets can enable large shareholders to exercise corporate control and rectify managerial failure. Formal models showing the possibility of large influential shareholders to generate profit from stocks at low value due to their monitoring actions are developed by Maug [37] and Kahn and Winton [38]. These models also discuss the free-rider issues faced by such shareholders.

“Stock price informativeness refers to the extent that stock prices reflect all available information” [39]. As the institutional investors (specifically the foreign institutional investors—foreign investors have long-term information advantage when compared to their domestic counterparts [40]) have specialised skills and techniques to monitor the firms, their ownership and trading patterns can provide more informativeness in the stocks. Various studies have shown that the foreign investors are able to influence the firm to be more transparent in information disclosures and thus are able to reduce the agency problems leading to promotion of better governance [39,41-47]. Khanna and Thoman [48] show that lower stock informativeness is associated with poor corporate governance and lower transparency.

In summary these studies provide adequate support for the proposition that foreign institutional ownership is associated with improved stock price informativeness, which is channelled through better monitoring, influencing corporate boards to adopt strategies that will improve the value to the investors [49]. Ferreira et al. [50] develop a simple model that shows a link between board's monitoring and stock price informativeness.

Several studies exist which contribute to the literature concerning the role of foreign institutional investors in emerging markets on liquidity [51-53], price information asymmetry [54] and volatility [55].

Vo, XV [39] provide evidence that foreign ownership improves stock price informativeness in emerging market (Vietnam). Hao et al. [56] provide conflicting evidence in emerging market (Taiwan), where they show that the informational efficiency of the market price actually declines even though the foreign institutional trading increases. This contra evidence in emerging market could be an interesting line of study for future research. Further, empirical evidence from emerging economy is necessary in understanding the role of foreign institutional investors on price informativeness, and the mechanisms through which this is achieved.

Empirical research to test key theories linking corporate governance is often done through construction of corporate governance index [14,57-62]. However, using index has its limitations because it is constructed using several attributes of governance with equal weights. Thus, studies using index have been criticised as it does not capture individual constituent attributes’ specific contribution. Alternative methods using specific attributes of corporate governance has been suggested in literature [63,64]. This paper provides a review of theory and literature on three specific attributes of Board, the compensation, Independence and Board business and also provides a model for conducting further research.

Executive Compensation

Almazan, Hartzell, and Starks [65] develop theoretical models with the following propositions (1) “comparing the constraints faced by a manager when proposing compensation at t=1: the salary limit, K, and the fact that if the salary demand is excessive, institutional investors will attempt to replace the incumbent” (2) “The pay-for-performance sensitivity of the manager's compensation is: 1) non-decreasing in the total of the monitoring shareholder's ownership in the firm and 2) non-increasing in the ratio of that institutions' cost of monitoring to its probability of success” and (3) “The level of compensation: a) decreases (weakly) with the ownership of each class of institutional investor, b) increases (weakly) with the ratio of the cost of monitoring to its probability of success.”

Compensation to the top management executives, especially the CEO [66-68], is a widely researched topic in corporate governance because the compensation has a direct impact on
the wealth of the investors and is the essence of the agency problem. Further Bemmelech et al. [69] argue that managers compensated through stocks choose sub-optimal investment policies and conceal negative news, which can eventually cause great wealth erosion when stock prices crash. Amoako-Adu et al. [70] shows that executive positions held by family members are compensated significantly higher in comparison to non-family member executives. Further, Harford and Li [71] find that the CEO is incentivised to undertake a value destroying acquisition if he anticipates increase in his post-merger compensation. There is an association with higher CEO pay with director busyness and board attendance problems [72-74]. Garner and Kim [75] study the impact of foreign ownership and pay-performance sensitivity in Korean firms under the emerging markets context and find that foreign institutional investors promote corporate governance through better monitoring. These studies suggest that board busyness of directors directly impact their ability to effectively monitor and advise managers. Even though there is a plethora of research papers which discuss the impact of foreign institutional investors on CEO compensation, there is paucity in studies establishing the impact of foreign institutional investors on the compensation of directors.

**Board Independence**

Ferreira et al. [50] provides a theoretical setup for board independence and price informativeness. According to the theory the shareholders’ problem at date 0 is to maximize the expected value of the firm by choosing the level of monitoring of the board of directors the model specified by them. Thus the optimal degree of board independence varies with the degree of price informativeness.

The role of independent board has not only been a subject of interest in academic research but also finds its inclusion in several corporate legislations across the globe like Sarbanes Oxley Act 2002, USA and Companies Act 2013, India. These legislations were normally followed by similar requirements for listing in stock exchanges like in USA: NYSE in 2002, Nasdaq in 2003; and in India: SEBI clause 49 guidelines on Corporate Governance in 2005. In literature Ferreira et al. [50] finds a negative relation between board independence and stock price informativeness. Bertoni et al. [76] use resource-dependence and agency theories to provide evidence that board independence results in value-creation and value-protection in young companies at the time of its initial public offering. Boone et al. [77] shows a negative relationship between manager’s influence and board independence. While some studies show a positive relationship between board independence and corporate performance and improved informativeness [78-80], Vafeas [81] show contra evidence and Arslan et al. [82] argue that there is no impact of board independence on accounting performance. Empirical studies provide evidence on a positive relationship between board independence and foreign institutional investors. Cremers and Nair [83] provide evidence of complementarity effects of foreign ownership and openness to corporate control. An independent board can provide corporate control on behalf of the market [8]. Literature shows that the impact of foreign institutional investors to be positive on board independence leading to significant changes in pay out and investment related policies [84].

While foreign investor tend to own companies which are more independent [85-87] and which as better governance [88], Ananchotikul [89] focused on Thailand, Aggarwal et al. [14] worked on developed markets (mostly European economies and USA) and Beatson et al. [90] work on chinese market show that foreign ownership can impact board independence. These evidences display problem of reverse causality endogeneity problem between board independence and foreign ownership which need to be addressed.

**Board Busyness**

Falato et al. [91] theory of director attention hypothesis, considers multi-tasking model of a director’s optimal allocation of effort among different tasks. Accordingly, the higher a director's workload is, the less effort the director devotes to each of her duties. Thus, an increase in a director’s workload should be costly for shareholders. A detailed model is discussed by Falato et al. [91] which shows that if the director's workload increases, the director's effort on any given activity falls.

Since Lipton and Lorsch [92] argued that a good governance demand at least one hundred hours per board appointment, the work load of directors has increased multi fold post Sarbanes-Oxley act [93]. This has led to overcommitted directors who may not be able to effectively monitor the managers and fulfil their duties. In literature the standard measurement of director busyness is the total number of outside directorships.

The busyness of the directors has several effects on the firm, literature provides mixed evidence regarding this. Falato et al. [91] provides the evidence that investors consider the work load of independent directors to be an important factor. While Falato et al. [91] provide evidence that directors' busyness is harmful to board monitoring quality and shareholder value, Fich and Shivdasani [74] show that lower market-to-book ratios are associated with busy directors.

There is evidence associating higher board busyness with lower firm valuations and less effective monitoring [72,74,94-96], on the contrary some studies show positive relationships [73,95,97,98] and additional board seats with better incentives results in positive stock returns [99].

When the 'workload effects' dwarfs director 'quality effects', the result is erosion of firm value. This results in more talented or reputable directors to be busy as they are more likely to hold multiple board positions [73], this is recognised as ‘selection effects’ [100]. Multiple directorships can serve as an endorsement of directors' abilities [101].
Endogeneity Issues

Implications of foreign ownership on the board characteristics (board compensation, independence and busyness) are not devoid of the contentious issue of endogeneity. These could be caused due to omitted variables, reverse causation or through heterogeneity issues. Several papers have used instrumental variables (IV hereon) and difference-in-difference (DiD hereon) quasi natural experiment approaches to address these issues. Chen et al. [67] use brokerage closures and brokerage mergers as exogenous variation in analyst coverage as their shock for DiD. Bena et al. [102] use variation in board appointments induced by mergers. Following Aggarwal [14] IV approach can be used to address endogeneity issues. This can be validated using an exogenous shock for DiD method.

Conclusion

There are competing views on whether foreign institutional ownership has an influence on the corporate governance of the firm. One being that they play a monitoring role and the other being that they simply buy and sell for a profit. There is no conclusive evidence on both these views, especially in the emerging markets scenario. Thus, research studying the role of foreign institutional investment as a channel for promoting better governance in emerging economies with particular focus on the impact of foreign institutional investors on three main attributes of corporate governance, which are board independence, board busyness and board compensation, is an interesting literature gap for further research. Under the international portfolio diversification theory foreign institutional holdings have been increasing globally, however, there is very little empirical evidence on their implications on firm characteristics worldwide. Foreign institutional investors potentially influence firms into adopting better governance practices. This they do either by exercising their voting rights (“voice”), sell their shares (“voting with their feet”) to show dissatisfaction, do nothing and be loyal or through relationship investing.

The research gap identified contributes to the literature of foreign institutional investors function in corporate governance practices in emerging markets, specifically the impact on certain board characteristics. There is a paucity of study in impact of foreign institutional investors on corporate governance in the emerging economics and with respect to the impact of specific types of foreign institutional owners. Future research can address these gaps and make specific contributions to the literature of impact of different foreign investor on corporate governance through board attributes (board independence, board busyness and director compensation) of emerging economies. The research can also look into the investor heterogeneity like look at differential impacts by different foreign investor classification like foreign promoter investors, foreign venture capital investors, foreign individual investors, foreign corporate investors and others.
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